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JEstablishing.and Maintaining a Writing

center -in the Junior or Community College'

is clear that the writing center is rapidly becomin

facetof alMcist every-university and college. The field:of

Operatiow.has-left he- -stage nfTinfancy: we now have a newslet e and

important -

center

journal-devoted exclusively to writing centerroperationt regional cOnferences

and professional organizationssare growing; and publishers are be

produce books related to writing cent.

,a:university phenomenon;

centers, and they report

factors militate against

Bdt'the writing lab is

junior andeommunity colleges are establishi

high degree pf success.

establishing a writing cente

community college, a determined and

hough. quite a

in the junior or

fr
creative facuitY member Clan overcome

these obstacles..` There are sixteen areas pertinent

on your campus and I shall discuss-peel:11one

of course inter-related.

-SELLINd THE IDEA:

Before beginning your

of your department and the administration.

D e-Stablishing a cen

_y, though they 4/=_

project, it isdetirablevto obtain the suppor

ThiS'inVolves selling:,theYidea"'-

of a writing center. You would think that it is easy to convince the member

of your own department that a center is necessary or even leasible, but the

amount .of `-initial opposition to ynurprojeet can be surprising. 'Part .of this

opposition may arise fro-. the fact 'that centers are

remediation, and.a fear on

commonly associated, with

_he part of some instructors that it might, appear.



,that,they are failing at their jObsif

\oes\exst, you may :want to point put to------your colleagues that :a

their jobs easier by assuring that-students' ere-

stahlished If such

writing'st higher levels _f'proficiency'than they Wouldotherwise:

willAteed toconvincahothyOur chairperson and your colleagues
, \

You
,

that the center is'an effective instrument incountering the so-called

"literacy crisis" that we hear so much about.

the community college needs a center to e than

In fact; you can argue that

a four-year-College does,

because he jUnior or community:college ometimps,attracts students with

low competency levels who were unable to*attend the university because of

these revels'.: Because your college's admissions is probablyhabed n open

enrollment, the potential for attracting students with low competency levels

',is great. You might even argue that it is- the duty of the community college

to offer this service in\nrder tO besfully,tesponsiVe to the needs of

students.

In fact, this is exactly the line of reasoning I. would use in tryibg

convince the administration. Since your college is specifiCally service=

oriented, is easy to argue that a center is a necessary part of the essen

tial service you offer to the public. You might point out to administrators

that establishing a center is a concrete step and shows legislators-and

11

taxpaye that the school is, doing something about literacy. Also convincing

to administrators statistics from other colleges indicating the rate of

\ 4 .

eachstudent use of centers ach'semester. Sothe administrator's are not even

aware that Such;centers exist, Offering them information about centers-10

other collegek, especially junie

to convitice

colleges, can.he just the step necessary-

If you b eVe that you Will meet intense resistance from your departtent



and the administration,` you might conaider'first preparing

bility report. s Anyone who teaches. technical writing ought to be quite

familiar with this typ:bf report. It is simply a forMal persuasive paper.

arguing or the implemattatlenoi your project. The-feasibility report

should be-based.on as much factual information as 'possible£ projected cost,

funding sources, physical loca -You should: include alternatives when

possible; funds can come either.: from x,, 7, or z In, other words, you,,Can,

conetruc t your projected centerqm paper and then bring this toYour':thait!--

person .deati say, See, it can work. " perhaps the

persuasive and professional manner of .proceeding,

Finally, if all this seems to fail yOu might simplyereate,a center
- _

-independently and see if headministratiqn willnacept the-fairaCcompli

There is .a legend about Norman H011and fromStateUniversity of New Yolk

huff alt I de not how true it is, but the idea what counts.

Hol-landr Supposedly:wanted tai establish the Center for the-Psychalogical

Study of the Arts. And he did.' He pirated a clasarooM, contacted `.the sign

shop and hads eone print a'sign which reads: Cexnt,er f or the Psychological

Study ref. the Ar And that was that; his center was etablished. If you

something'simil and are - willing to-spend the extra

compensation, you might be able to
4

ow everyone

e without

after a semester how

successful the center really can'be, and thereby convince them t.o support

you.

FUNDING:-

Obtainingfunding-is 'perhaps the\most crucial element in selling th

-1 eA of a center and in- continuing to operate once is establiShed,



There arc -o funding sources

Lion

al d. nt nal:- LoCatin ds ut-

ide of the college-community is not-impossibia may.become leas
.

_

=

1 kely in, .the new conservatiVe political climate. Usually, external funding

tak='s.the forni of a grant and is a one-..time allotment. It is important.

not no rely on external sources f continual funding but grants can

provid the initial investment necessary to,establish-the center. 'External-
,

fUndin&can bP''indUstrial, state-wide, or national.-
..\\

. I

Corp rations and large businesses will occasionally award grants to

rojects that show a clear need. -A corporation will base itseducationa

'decision on

operates

rant proposal," which ydu need to devise If your .school
\\

ants Office, the personnel there will assists you in deVising

Proposals for a external sources. You might terget=the most likely

than sending out proposals blindly; telephone calls canbusinesses rathe

help you decide wh h nhtitutiohs are likely to "accept your proposal.

You can alio state wide funding agencies which- include commun-,

-ity organizationa and endowments,administeredthrough.local banks.

According to. Dr. Peggy Jolly from the Univprsity'of Alabama :at Birmingham,
6

"The two-,most popular and successful state agencies that fund requests

Writing Centers fin Alabamaldre\the'Alabama Committee for the Human -'

'ities and Public Policy and the Arts Endowment for the Gulf States. The

first is diredted by Walter Cox (Birming em Southern College Birmingham,

S5204) and,fhe second by Robert Hollister P.O. 5434V, Atlanta, 30308).

Both'agencies require specific proposals, ets, and justification,

but both have a good record for providing support, Guidelines for these

agencies can be requested.from their d ' ("Funding a Writing Center

paper presented at the outheastern.ritingi enterConference-TuscaloosaTuscaloosa,
V

Alabama
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aliy, you' might also try federal agencies.- Dr. 'dolly suggests that.,

tly; one of tbe-most popular agencies for funding Writing - ;Centers

is t.e S pport-for Developing "Institutions Project .(SDIP)of TitleIII

in theDePartment,of EddeatiOn. Several schools:An Alabama are receiving

funda:from_this Program, including Mt, which has been granted $450,090
.

over the past two years" (Ibid). Although it is possible to obtain

grants from external sources such as these, it imp ortant remember

thatyan cannot-rely on them .f or continued support

tore reliable than-external sources'are internal, from within.the

community the best method of procepdingAs to devise a

feasibility rePortbefdre,you approach the adminis

the grant proposaljn external funding. There are

your supporting departmentts) and the college adm

college

ation; this akin

twoAnternal sources:

nistratIon Departmental

funding is Perhaps the most secure form of.fUnding because

is etablished, the departmentis likely to support its co

your center

tinned- existence

more than the administration is; bureaucrats and legislators are slay.

searching for so called "non-essential programs,' and so they are morelike-

ly to question your need .to survive .if they are the ones who. fund your

center. Once your,center has been created. by some initial investment,-

you really will not drain too much money from your departmen 'S funds.

It is the initial investment, then, that is the most important. Perhaps

the most desirable situation is to procure an initial Investment externally

or from Oe general admImistrative.fund of your school, and to be funded

annually byNyour epartment, with occasional grants of "soft money"-from

the administrati-
.'

MATkRiAlg:

:Stecking.the center with adequate materials is dependent upon your



funding. You must have several tables-- round ones if possible.

Many center directors agree that round are better.than square ore

ectangular;ohes .because-they allow the tutor to sit close to the student

or students rather thawopposite them. The round tables facilitate the

s job and add-to-a more relaxed atmosphere. Often you can obtain this
J .

item places within the college, such as the library, or cafeteria
I

if you have one. Perhaps you can convince the library or cafe-director

. .

to:donate throe or
/

four tables.. Obviously, chairs are equally important;

It is probably best to avoid the wooden, straight-backtchaii, and to opt

for the molded-Plastic cafeteria chair insteacL or a cushioned_ chair ideally.

I suggest 'these particular-types of chairs and.tables because it is impor-

tent that students are trade as physicallY comfortable as possible, especial-
/

ly since many will feel uncomfortable about attending the center in the

firstplaci. It-is also necessary that your center have adequate

These three items -- tables,

bottom line as far as materials.

sure, is possible to survive,.}

-chairs,adequate lighting -- are the

.if you are under great financial,pres-

though barely, with these few items; but

there are several,other materials you should try to'obtain ,A blackboard

is immensely helpful in the center; we-have fiVe in ours. One or more

bookshelves are handy -because you probably .obably will begin to collect 'resources:

books, tests, exercises. (We have five, large units.) A standard-size

-desk fora receptionist is useful. This-desk can be situated-just inside

ths.dborway and can:be used for making student'appointments, schedules, and,

sign-ins.

somewhere

A filing cabinet is a great convenience because. you will' need

D store - student files and copies of diagnostic exams. You can

definitely get by with a two-drawer model -if you need to; and if you



have monetary problems, one o

suffice.

those large cardboard one - drawer - models will

A few other item` that .you should try to obtain but hich might be con

sideredPluxuries, are a wall clock, a .telephone, and some desk supplies
, .

stapler, scissors, etc. The clock is important when you have arrappointment,,

'system and many students; the,teiephone enables students.to call and.make

or cancel appointments.::

Perhaps th;t4irectly useful material d are thd-diaknostic and com-

petence exams, and a collectiOn of composition and English texts. You can

accumulate a mini library of resourcesin,-ydur center by acquiring-complimen-

taY.y_copies of recent texts from publishers --d by soliciting from your col-

leagues all the old texts lying.around their officeS untouched. These books

contain chapters. and exercises that you can direct students to as a supplement

o(your in.ividualized instruction. They also can be used as reference material

your tutors. You can use the dfhgnostic and mastery exams for diagnosing

problem areas when the student first comes to the center and for deterlining

whether the student has mastered those areas after instruction. You can use

"before" and "after" test scores not only to determine student progress, bUt

also to show administrators that the center itself-is effective. You can do

this by recording all before and after scores of all tests dud ,by calculating

rough mean scores at the semester's and "Students exhibiting problems in

certain areas averaged 60% on diagnostic exams and 95% on exit mastery exams

this semester." You can also use these tests as practice exams. It is ea.ay,

to construct diagnostic-, practice and mastery exams from composition workbooks,

or ,to' deviSe them yourself,

'LOCATING A PHYSICAL CENTER:

Locating a physical center can be frustrating, especially if You are



monetarily.

Olson -- 8

As witte.the other-topics I havediscusSed, locating

er.A4illi depend`on the amount of support- -both moral and financial

that you receive from the administration. The ideal center would be a new

or renovated building, centrally located. For example a erailer home could

be Used as a ceneer, and is used on certain campuses. $ome achdPls use small

frame houses owned:by-the co fiege If your college is-in the process o

renovating a build ni,-ydu may be lucky enough to requisition a suite-of rooms.

.

If you are not in the position to. acquire anew or freshlytenovated

structure, your best bet, is to find .an existing room or 'suite of rooms,that

you can adapt. You can. et by with one room,' but it is much better if:you

can obtain a suite, so that you can use one -or two rooms for tutoring and

I

another for a receptionist and waiting room. It is essential that you obtain

a room that is neither cramped nor windowless. Tbo often writing Centers

are relegated to dingy,windowless, basement closets adjacent to the boiler

room hardly a pr'bpitious environment for learning. If the administration

offers you the basement variety as your only alternative it is probably best

be insistent about this point. Even a classroom transformed into a center

would be betfer than a room which has the potential of stifling learning.

fact, your most likely target will probably be a classroom, or two adjoining

classrooms. Convince your-dean that one or two classrooms are not much to give

up--for such a good-cause.;
6

Perhaps the, list desirable alterbatiVe for A----.CenteriS a'shared room- -say,

a corner of the library. Shelton State Community College in-Tuscaloosa, Ala-

bama has created a center in a corner of their library, and

successful. Perhaps in another year, Joyce Jolly. will

Shaltcn adminisfrators that her center is so effective

lab' is quite

o convince

give

it isher better quarters. But no matter what kind of quarters .yq



neceaaary, believel to try to make the atmosphere less pedantic and sterile,

and more friendly-and favorable to learning. Posters on the Walls, for' exam=

pie help. make students feel that they-Are coming to a friendly place f
I.

some help and not to a "clinic' for "doctoring."

'STAFFING

Staffing the center.-is perhaps the most difficult problem you in the

encounter. You have neither graduate studentsjunior and community colleges

.nor juniors and seni But you can'ove come this obstacle. :First, you can

use faculty tutors. This procedure may. Or may not'be a problem, depending

upon your colleagues. Some schools arrange to have faculty.members spend one

or -ore.hoUrs pet week_ in the center. Others provide release time: nine hours

per week in the lab, for example, might!,

cour

considered quAl to teaching one

-

There are all kinds of compensatOry,arrangements that you can make;*

but,-of course, this usually entail's both a'(*Artmentel vote and an administra-

tive decision.

Second, you can employ peer-tutor Many Colleges and Universities use

peer tutors, And there are several different programs You can use, Tutors can
.

Ng

receive work-study Oaymeutf they can receive a certain amount of credit hOuts

for, tutoring; or they can work as part of an internship perhaps in English

eduCation. You may even be Able:to convince some students to work as volunteers...

The- advantages 'to having peer tutors are that they are economical, they often

. relate well to other students, and you have

Third,

control over your staff.

-
you can solicit volunteer English teachers from- local high schools.

This is not .asr difficult as'it may seem. :Experience in, ndividualiZed instruc7

.tion is a-marketable skill; many teachers are happy to gain this expariSnco

Also, many are interested in the personal enrichmer involved in working with

college programs. And these teachers also may be interested in working with

-10



'you or the opportunity acquiring ideaS and methodology fo their own

classroom use, When I was directing a writi enter in.a northeastern

.universityv our best tutor was a volunteer a local .."secondary school.

Fourth if your college'is situated near a,university or four-year college
ta.

yoU they be able to a:range to have English majors or graduate students from
. .

'that institution work in your center on inOrnships, partially fulfilling

degree requirements frot that institution. Mote and more colleges are re-
,

quiring practical, on-tberjob internships. 'If a nearby institution already

conduct_ an internship program, it may be easy for/yon- to dOnv_nce those in

_ it has no progrrn, your, ideacharge to arrange a program withHyol.T.school

might be just the "fresh-new idea",its administrators are looki g-for.

-Finally

of tutors. Butwhatever kind 'of staffing you eventually obtain, sugg

,

you request the maximumnumber of tutors. The more you ask for

your center can operate With, any combination of these four4types._a4

the moire you

are likely to receive. And.for'some reaeon, it seems as If you'Can.a s

use another tutor.

ANCILLARY STAFFING

If you want your center to OPerateat maximum effiaiencY, you will also'

need a receptionist or two, The receptionist answers the thone and makes

and cancels appointtents thus freeing tutors to spend their time tutoring.
t . _ 1 _

The type,of receptionist you obtain-depends upon the type-and level of. your.-

funding. If- the'deen has allocated you a budget,..you might want to hire:
y,

part-time help at: minimum wage.' -Since no real skill invo d you: can

even hire local high schooletudents Second, you Can hire a receptionidt
,

through work -study if funds .are available. In fac_, if ,you use work-study

peer tutors, the receptionist job is'a good way to break in new tutors,:graduaI.

ly allowing them towor ess-as receptionists and more as, tutors Third, you
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can use velupteers. It is possible to find stUdents ho,will donate scim

their time especially with the promiseOf_being allowed utot in the

future.

Of course, it is possible-to have, your 4epartmen ietary handle

all appointment .but this may only add to your.preblema if you oyerbhiaen,,.

her to the point that-she ,cannot complete the work of your colleagues. It

,themeleast desirable to have the tutors them ves the work of a reCeption--
because it drains valuable tUtoring time. Someone:will have to landle

appo ntments, and if you can find someone to work specifically at this tias,

your center operate more smoothly'than if you do no'

ADMINISTERINQ:

You will need a center director The Idea. have a full-

responsibli,time directoryou or someone hired specifically'
.

.

all Administrative tans.:- devising schedules, training tutors and sr obi -

-and who-also 'spends sometime tutoring. However-. i- more likely that t1-1,-

'director will be part-time and will-b6 you'or one of your colleagues.

:`

return for the position -you should receive two or at lea 'one release time

per semester;.there Is quite a bit-of work inVolved and it is only'reaionable

to expect.compensation.- If youf school operates-on four terms-_ather. than

semesters yod might agree to one release, time every two terms, or to eome

comparable arrangement. A thircPPossibility is a co-directorship with 'split

release time. You and a Colleague yauld 'be joint directors and you would divide

the ielease time between you fore xample, yourfriendmight'have a kelease time'

during the second quarter, and you might have yours during the fourth. Whatever

arrangement you.choose,.it is necessary to have someone who.,,is in charge.

TUTOI TRAINING:

Tutor training
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where you shape the type of center-yourschool will have. Even if your tutors

are faculty members,

important if your cenier.is to be a unified and effective institution, rather

necessary to provide some guidance. consensus is

than a fragmented and impotent one. Of course, you will not need to train

faculty tutor:S-in how to teach ycomposition, but you will need to arrive at a

common set of objectives for. the center and clearly perceived operating pro-

cedures: will,your center be an old fashion grammar lab, or a modern center

which emphasizes the "writing process"? Even with faculty tutors, it is

probably best to have a weekly meeting-to-discus any problems that have arisen

during the week.

In contrant, training peer tutors an entirely different problem. You

are especially limited because you have no juniors and seniors. Your be

Methed'is to select prospective tutors intheir first quarter of freshman year

and-to ask them to attend a credit course on composition and tutoring methods,

ideally taught by yourself. You can supplement this initial instruction with

a weekly staff meeting designed to guide tutors while they are working as staff,

members. Some directors believe that it is best to select tutors who are

ethnically and sexually representative of your student population, becuase they

will be able to relate better the students. It is also important to remem-

ber that English majors do not necessarily make the best tutors; a student with

patience, a receptive and tolerant attitude, and a facility in explaining complex

ideas will often be a better tutor than someone who simply has a good knowledge

of the material.

If you cannot offer an initial course to prospective tutors, you might want

to require that they pass the freshman English requirement with a certain grade;

and you

before

Lght wish to conduct an intensive one or two day training workshop

nter begins. It might be a good idea to enlist the help of
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your colleagues in'this workshop. Not °nix is it a good method of using their
Sc

expertise to help the cause, but it is also a way to b91p acquire their suppor;

in that you make them more involved with the center.

You yourself will have to determine the content of your training_ sessions --

tutor training is a complex area-but there are a few topics I 'should -ntion:

warn tutors against publicly disagreeing with a grade a student has received

on a. paper; caution them against proofreading someone's paper; ask them-to

avoid the temptation of making corrections and telling students what's wha
7."

rather than leading the student to the answer socratically or ,inductiv.aly; and
I

encourage tutors to work only on oneor two major problems at a time, rather
0

than overloading the student with too much criticism.

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM:

Once you obtain tutors, a center, and materials, you need __decide.what

kiqd of system to operate. Most centers use a dual system: referral and' elk-

in. The walk-in system is one in which the center remains open during certain

hours of the week for students who voluntarily solicit help. You can operate

your walk-in program with an appointment system, in which students register

to come in at a certain time; or you can post hours and work with students on

irst come first serve basis. I believe that the appointment system is '

efficient because you can avoid "grid lock" during rush -hours. And I believe

that it is important to allocate some time for students who seek help on their

own. Operating without any walk-in hours fosters the perception that the con-

ter exists solely for remediation.

The referral system is one in w teacher may send a student to the

center for assistance on a mandatory basis. The student -must attend the center

each week for n specified time period, usually -half hour. Either the re-
.

ferring teacher or the tutors themselves bath) cyan determine the duration



of the student's attendance duiing the semester.
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Some students can alleviate

their writing,problems in one or .two visits; some need an ire semester

'or more. The referral systemAcan be college-wide, in. which any instructor

from any r_tment can refer a student\to the center; or it can be depart-

ment-wide, in which only English professors can refhr students. You can.

probably make'this decision incumbent'up9n how many tutors and ho much sup-

port you have. It is probably best to use an appointmedt system or referral

students for the same reason you would WarIX to use it for walk-ins.

41-

A third system you might consider is a credit courseoffe ed througifthe

center. Some schools offer one, two, or three credit cqurses as a supp1emen'

to the standard English requirement.,, ,Usually, the center course substitutes

-for a nonexistent remedial English course. An entry placement test determines

' whether an incoming student needs the supplementary course. Although it is

common to see these credit course arrangeMents, and although the courses seem

to pleasd administrators because they think they are getting their money's

worth from you, I believe this arrangement attempts to make the center some-

thing it is not. The center is meant to be a place where students can obtain

intensive individualized instruction. Your college should offer A remedial

course in conjunctionvith the center, not through it; however, 'if it is the

only way you can convince you dean to establish a center, then you might want

to'go along with it=-at first.

FORMS:'

per to

Devising adequate forms is one of the initial tasks the directOr must

We. are now turning to the Acid of business administration to discover

ways to eliminate unnecessary or redundant forms and' to4m others more suc-

einct. It is important 'to maintain adequate records while ,reducing the p'aper

flow. Reducing the flow saves money and- time; keeping records helps y6-



justify your existence at the semeste

and six mimeographed forms.

You will need an informat

end. You will.need between two

on form- on which students can record the

name, address, telephone number, and the English class in which they are

currently enrolled. Somd forms ask students to rate themselves in areas

such as grammar, spelling,qmnctuation, and related areas. However, tone

lesslonwecanlearrifrombusinessschlinistratiollisthatWeahould not retest

information we,will never use. Too many forms are clogged

'questions. Basically, all you need to know s how to contac eacte'student

-h irrelevant

should a scheduling problem wise.
4

You will alSo need. a, worksheet, on which (tutors can recur

mazy of each .student conference. The worksheet can be divided into five or

brief sum-

six sections so that every time a particular student attends the center, the

tutor can/fill out a new section on the student's. sheet, the:eby monitoring

the student's progress. The worksheet should also contain space for _recording

the amount of time the student spends with the tutor during each me ing, and_

a space for the tutor' name or initial's. You can staple the worksheet to

the information sheet, and this constitutes the core of the."student'S file

If you institute a referral system, you will-need a referral form, so

that instructors can notify you that they wish certain students to attend the

center. This form should contain room for the'insturttor's signature, the

student's name, the class the student,is having trouble with,:thadate, and

a brief description of the problems the student is experiencing, You may also

want to include a queation asking the instructor howlong he or she wishes

you'tol=ork with the student. The referral form is what binds the student to

weekly attendance and lets you know that you should send an absence notice to.

the student's instructor should that student miss an appointment.
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,The absence notice, usually of a half sheet of paper, merely informs

the instructor that a referral student hag missed an appointment. You may

include a sentence asking the teacher to encaurage the student to return to

the center as soon as poOible. Some centers include the threat of expul-

sion from the center should the student miss two consecutive appointments.

.Usualiy, this is done in order

turn to the center, rarely is anyone really expelled-
_

_.,Rlace some pressure on the student to

= A fifth fOrM the leekly or monthly report, is,optional. Somecenters

send priodic reports to instructors who have referred students. The report

provides a summary of what areas the-Student,has worked on, and indicates

how many times- he. student has -ited the center and the total amount 'of

time the pupil has spent there. \Some forms employ a checklist format,

which You simply cheek the pertinent areas subject' verb agreement, Or _-ag-

-tcments, Say). 'Others leave room fora prose description. We use the fatter

becauseye feel it offers the instructor h re,4ccurate and detailed report.
aP

a
;

However, 15 you are short of staff, e checklist may be a more reasonable

alternative.

Another optional form is the center release: a notice inforMing the

instructor that his or her referred student' ha conquered, the spealfied pro-

blem areas and no ion r needs center services. Ito c-n use a half -t

for this form,. or you can eliminate the form by using'aoreport form in its place.

Some centers use more forms 'than this, but it is to your benefit to keep

the number low. it is essential, however, that you have at least an informa-

tio,form and a worksheet so 'that you can collect accurate data.

DATACOLWTIOH: 1

Late collec Ion is important Joecause it is the principal means', by whih

you will be able to ''justify your center's existence to administrators.. I do

\
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not- ant toate °type adm-nist ators by saying they are only interested in
.

figures; but if9you want to-,prove to them that your center is successful,

submit to them a report at the'end of each term specifying exactly how many

students attended, the total number 'of operating hours, and so on. This is
1

the type of concrete .information they need in order to judge the center's

success and can use in'requesting money from their superiors. You can also,
4

use this information to justify expanidn--more tutors, bette lacilities.

There are five types of'data you Will need. First is the number of stue
.

dents, who have,sttended during the term. You determine this number. by count"
,:

ing the number of jndividual -student files. Evens if a student, comes to the

center for one short visit,'aslc the pupil to complete an information sheet.-

The more student. files you accumulate,'the more successful the'center appears.

On Paper.--

fi An even more important bit of information is the number of student con-

ferences. You determine this figure by,dOunting-all the. illed-in spaces on

all the worksheets. 'This figure is usually more impressive than the number,of

,

students` attending because it can be three o- four times as high. It would not

,

be unusual, to, have,, say, 200 individdel students attending during the tern,

and` 60U separate conferences.

The.nexr-=figure you need' is the total time spent in-conference during the

ser . Thin"is-why it

conference on the worksheet.

iMportaat to .record the time span of each student

spans

feu calculate the number by adding all thp.time

ecarded'en,all the worksheet Misr) b will be easy if in the beginning,

or the semester you ask the tutor- to round off each conference

td the n&,arest 15 minute -mark, and if Y911

they record

periodically remind- them to remember

ecord-the time span of each conference. If you conduct conferences Of.

toughly 30 minutes in. duration and you

T R I
.t

200 students duling .the -term fo'i.
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:total of 600 conferences, dour .Total time -figb - will be sometli n like 300

solid hour's spent 111-4onfeidnee.

A third datum you need to determine_is she average time per conference.

To arrive at this figure you simply diyid& the number of hours in- conference`

by the number conferences, In Our h-Yprirthe'tical case, it Is =301hour's divided

by 600 conferences, which ,equals f3.0 minutesP This number will vary'lro

between 15 minutes and an hour.

. --.

A final bit ofinformation,you should collect is the number of hours

f -
4 - N.-

the -tutors have spentin the center. Simply multiphy the.total hours the 'tutors
,.

work each week by the number o Weeks in youp term._ So, if you have threc

turors who work ten hours each in the center, simply multiphy 30 (3 X 10)

times. the number of weeks. A tela week to n wbuld'give you's'

tutor hors.

1 of 300

In ours hypothetical moil., you will be able to 'say to -your chairperson

and dean: r:'Last term 200 individual students attended the-writing center

for a tots .of 600,separate conferences, at an average of,30 minutes.pe ton-

ference. Students pjlit 300 hours in-conference, and tutors also spent 300"

solid hours in'the enter." Figures such as thiese are quite,impressive to

adminisirators, and:-not Qntly will you baable to use them to convince decisio

,makers that your center must continue to exist, but you can base requests

for new materials and additional staff on them.

In order to collect your data you need a filing system. It is important
fl

that you maintain ,a file for each student, not only for data collection, but

you can discuss students' progress with their instructors. Some

handycenters maintain a file folder for each student. Thib procedure

if you plan to keep copies of student papers in the pupil's file. We believe',
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however, that Ahis system is wasteful, and.we use instead one file folder

&i.each letter of th /alphabet., The students are listed,a1Ohabetically

within.each.folddr. ce there are only two or three forms in a student't

file and they are stapled eth-r it i easy to keep these files neat

while saving the cost of all the extra folders.

SCHEDULING:

Scheduling student conferences is another task.thatitmust be done, hope-.

-fully by your new receptionist. An appointment system is probably the most

dfficient wa to handle conferences because it imposes discipline on your

soiled ling out an appointment system,-.students are liable to crowd into

the --enter d ing certain times, leaving other imes in which no one shows

f y u choose this'system you will need an appointment sheet, on which

you cans re ord student names and the times of their appointments. Many

a single page with five columns for_the days of tha week, and..centers use
,

horitcin-al rows x tepresenting 15 or 30 minute time petiods. The rec\ eptioniSt
, --;,

'Ian Mien record a student's name -Ln any open slot. You can use 15 minute

-appointments If you are cramlied, but we believe that_ students should receive

, at least 30 minutes of individual instruction if possible. SometiMes, however,

you will be unable to see'students for this long because of a'lack of tutors

or an 'influx of studen

ces:

In this case, it is best to use your center re$
.

ask a student to complete an appropriate exercise from a text book
6,

while you arelorking-with another pupfl individually. You can then move

back and forth between students.

4
IA helpful to'hdve a graph of tutor hours somewhere near your appoint-

ment-schedule. This is-simply a visual aidillustrsting which tutors work

-,,at what times during what days. This graph makes it easy for a receptionist,

tutor, t;'t so ekne else to make an appintMent.for a student. It is probably
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best to have students work with the same tutor each-visit; ,this adds a certain

Sense of continuity to the instruction students receive.

Finally, you' might want to consider supplying small reminder slips for

the students. We Ilse a slip of paper the size of a business card, which says,

"Your next appointment is on with Mr./Ms

Please 'call if you need to cancel this appointment." To'constsuct this slip

we typed it several times onIa ditto master, ran it off, and cut it up. W

have discovered that if students have their appointments writtervdown, they

are more likely to remember them.

HOURS OF OPERATION:

The director must determine what hours the center will remain open. Center

hours are contingent partly on the hours your tutors have vailable. The center

will be effective to a maximum if it offers broad access to students.

other words, it should be open for some time each day. Ideally, the center

should be open during regular school office hours (9 to.4 perhaps), and for a

few hours during two week nights. You may even be able to open for a few hours

on Saturdays. It is also ideal to have double tutor coverage throughout the

day, though this may be impossibl with limited tutors and funds. Having two

tutors working during all open hours allows you to keep one tutor fte- at all

times for students who drop in without appointments. In this arrangement, the

tutors alternate between who has unscheduled time, so that one tutor does not

spend the entire day tutoring while the other does nothing.

You will probably determine your semester operating hours when you'devise

the tutors' schedules. Some directors believe that you should never schedule

the 'same tutor for more than two hours at a time, because the act of tutoring

is extremely exhausting, and more hours decrease the tutor's effectiveness.

Others believe it.is best to schedule the tutors in,largeblocks, say, five
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hours on Monday and.five on Tuesday. I usually leave this up to the

tutor and each feels differently about the matter.

ADVERTISING:

Another area the director is responsible for is advertising. Advertise-

ment allows you to inform the student population of yout services and is good

publicity in general because it keeps you visible to faculty and administration.

The extent of your publicity campaign will depend on the size of your school

and on available facilities. The basic advertisement medium is the poster.

You can print a flashy ad on a sheet of white legal-size paper and then photo

copy it on colored paper. Some kind of illustration on the ad will catch

students' eyes more than all print will. __You can also type a brochure on
. /

legal-size paper and fold it in three. You can t

around campus.

distribute the brochure

Another medium you can employ is the faculty memo. In this notice you can

inform instructors about the referrer system, and you can ask them announce

k
the walk-in hours in their classes. A new memo every helpfUl

Aldo, you can ask your tutors to visit various classes and' make personal

announcements. If your school does snot have a student newspaper Or radio

station, your local media'usually will run free public service announcements

for yon 'if not larger PR articles. It is best to'make these ads up-eat:

'!Hey! Want to improve your writing skills? Learn to write dynamic sentences?

Be confident of yotlir mechanics? Drop in to the writing center and brush up .

You will find that public service announcements such as this are quite useful.1,

NO matter what medium you choose, you should include the standard din=

claimer : "The writing center will not proofread your papers o help you write

them, but it will help you learn editing and proofreading echniques." Even .

with .this disclaimer many instructors will be cynical about just what you are

doing in the center, and it is important to inform everyone about your policy.'

2
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Finally, it is to your benefit to over- advertise -sat first. The More

students you can encourage to attend Xhe center, and the more you can encourage

to return, then the more impressive your semester reports, and therefore tha
I

more indispensable your center will to the dean. An-4, what 'better argu-

ment can you devise for additional tutors than figures which illustrate that

you are not equipped to handle the influx of students-.

EXTENDED SERVICES:

Once you are in operation you can extend your services, as mangy centers

have done, by offering various workshops in communications skills. Your

tutors, or volunteers from your department, can conduct weekly or bi-weekly

,seminars or workshops in areas such as usage, punctuation, sentence combining,
f

prpofreading, and related areas. Each workshop can bejabout one'to two hours

in length and can be directed-at students taking'freshMan)English or to anyone

interested. Extending your services in his manner not only offers students

the opportunity to enrich themselves, but it helps make the writing center an'

indispensable part of your college.

LEARNING CENTER:

Finally, if you d_-not re Ave enough support for establishing a writing

center, you may want to Cons er creating a "learning center." You can est_

bli h this according to the plans'i have just detailed for a writing center,

but the learning center services such disciplines as math and science. The

benefit in creating a learning center is that, you can pool.the combine suppor t

and facilities of.several departments toward accomplishing your goal. The

learning center would help students acquire study skills applicable to all

academic di:ciplinee rather than just composition.
1,

If you need additional assistance in establishing you center, feel

to contact me: Gary A. Olson, English Department, University of Alabama,

University, AL 35486.
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